Game: Extreme Spoons

**Purpose:** a team game for a bit of fun & can be played with smaller numbers

You can see the rules of Spoons here: http://www.wikihow.com/Play-Spoons-(Card-Game)

To play extreme spoons, you can vary the game in a couple of ways.

1. Hide the Spoons! Have one leader aside from the game to hide the spoons somewhere else around your halls, you can make this as obvious or cryptic as you would like.

2. Messy Spoons! Have spoons hidden in different types of mess. You could pop some spoons into jelly or into a pile of beans - whatever you fancy!

3. Assault Course Spoons! Have a single track assault course laid out which leads up to the spoons. Participants have to make it through the assault course to grab their spoon. You might even have the challenge of each player has to get a basketball in a hoop before they can grab a spoon.

4. Forfeits! Instead of eliminating a player who doesn't get a spoon you can set forfeits for each round for the spoon-less player. You might want them to do something silly or get your group to set each forfeit before the round begins. Make sure that all your group are up for this & set the challenges yourself if you are worried about variations in the group.